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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
In the multi-cellular community, cells with different
properties often compete with each other for survival and
space. This process is named cell competition. Using
originally established mammalian cell culture systems and
mouse model systems, Principal Investigator Fujita has
revealed that cell competition can occur between normal
and transformed epithelial cells in mammals for the first
time worldwide. For example, when oncoprotein
Ras-transformed cells are surrounded by normal epithelial
cells, the transformed cells become loser of cell
competition against normal cells and are eventually
eliminated into the apical lumen of epithelia. This result
implies a novel concept that normal epithelial cells are able
to sense the neighboring ‘aberrant’ cells and actively
eliminate them from epithelial tissues.
In this study, we are addressing the two essential
questions that remain to be answered in the field of cell
competition.
i) Upon cell competition, how do winner and loser cells
sense the differences from each other?
ii) Are there any prevalent molecular mechanisms that
regulate a variety of cell competition phenomena?
【Research Methods】
In this study, Principal Investigator Fujita and
Co-Investigator Igaki will cooperatively perform screenings
to identify regulatory molecules for cell competition using
mammalian cell culture systems and Drosophila in vivo
systems, respectively. The ultimate goal is to elucidate
prevalent molecular mechanisms of cell competition that are
evolutionarily conserved.
1) Identification of regulatory proteins for cell competition
using mammalian cell cultures (Fujita): Fujita will
extensively identify cell competition regulators using two
screening approaches: i) phage-antibody display screening
targeting the extracellular domain of membrane proteins,
ii) Translating Ribosome Affinity Purification (TRAP)
targeting newly synthesized mRNA in ribosomes.
2) Identification of regulatory proteins for cell competition
using Drosophila (Igaki): Large-scale fly genetic
screenings will be performed to extensively identify genes
regulating cell competition. The functional role of the
identified molecules will be examined using two
Drosophila cell competition experimental systems. In

addition, the role of mammalian homologue in cell
competition will be also examined using Fujita’s
mammalian experimental systems. Conversely, fly
homologues of the identified molecules in mammalian
systems will be examined in two Drosophila cell
competition systems.
3) Functional analyses of identified molecules using in
vitro, ex vivo and in vivo systems (Fujita, Igaki): The
functional role of molecules identified by screenings will
be analysed in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo. For ex vivo and in
vivo analyses in mammals, cell competition mouse model
systems will be used, which was originally established by
Fujita’s
group.
Organoid
cultures
and
immunocytochemistry for various epithelial tissues such as
pancreas, lung, mammary glands and guts will be used for
analyses.
【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
Once prevalent cell competition marker proteins are
identified, it will become possible to capture various
cellular processes or phenomena that involve cell
competition, which will lead to elucidation of novel
biological phenomena or application to various research
fields.
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